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Some stories manage to become classics that are beloved the world over. The Wizard Of Oz is an example of this, as it is a story that is known and loved worldwide and has been adapted into countless forms of media. It started out as a book written by L. Frank Baum in 1900, and it was adapted into a famous film in 1939. This collection of free Wizard
Of Oz coloring pages for kids seeks to capture the magic of this timeless classic! This charming collection of 10 pages features some of the most famous characters and moments from this story for you to enjoy. You’ll be able to share them with your friends and family to have fun with as well! Every page in the collection is free to print, color and enjoy,
and we hope you have a wonderful time working your colorful magic on them! This is a wonderfully colorful and vibrant story, so you have lots of opportunities for great colors. Once you have colored in your favorite images from the collection, we hope you will share some of your favorite finished pages on our Facebook and Pinterest pages. We can’t
wait to see how they turn out! 10 Brand New Wizard Of Oz Coloring Pages – Free to Print and Color We will begin this collection of free Wizard of Oz coloring pages for kids by coloring in the main character! The young girl Dorothy is the character we follow through this story, and she is posed with her beloved dog Toto in this image. You could color
her to make her look as she does as portrayed by Judy Garland in the film, but you could also create a unique look for her. The background is left blank, and you could show what your favorite Wizard of Oz moment is by drawing a background for this page. The Tin Man is up next for you to color in this fun page! This character is one of the companions
who joins Dorothy on her quest, and he is promised a heart by the Wizard of Oz. He is usually portrayed as being entirely grey, but even if you stick with that color you can get some great color variety by using brighter choices for the background. You typically expect lions to be brave, but that is the irony of the Cowardly Lion character. He is also up
next for you to color, and he is living up to his name with the nervous expression that’s on his face. You could use some lovely warm colors to color him, and you could also take this image even further by adding some background details to finish the scene. How will you color this lion character? We have a really cute portrayal of Dorothy for you to
color in this fourth Wizard of Oz coloring sheet! She is drawn in a charmingly simple style, and yet it still manages to capture her character really well. We think that some brighter, more vibrant colors would look perfect for this one, but what colors came to mind for you? Maybe you could draw some more characters in the same style for her to be
standing with! There’s another classic character for you to color with the Scarecrow! This character also joins Dorothy, and he is seeking a brain from the wizard. You could use some beautiful yellows and browns to color him in if you wish to keep his colors consistent with the film. Will you go with the colors he appears with in the movie or will you
use some unique colors to create your own unique variation? The Tin Man is back in this picture! He is also drawn in a charming Cartoon style, similar to how Dorothy looked in her last appearance. For this reason, we think this picture would make a great companion piece to that picture. He is also holding his trusty ax, and you could use a bright
color such as red for the ax to contrast the greys of his body. Will you draw a background for this one as well or maybe use some solid colors for it instead? Dorothy is looking very calm and relaxed in this Wizard of Oz coloring printable! This image really gives off a lovely relaxed vibe, and we think that you could help to portray that feeling with the
colors you use. We think some milder colors would look nice for this one. We would also use some art mediums such as watercolor paints or colored pencils to further emphasize the softer look. This is our suggestion, but do you think you will take it or maybe go for a different approach to the color and intensity? This next page features a sweet scene
between Dorothy and the Lion. He’s looking very sad, and she seems to be consoling him. He learns a valuable lesson about having bravery in the face of fear during the story, but he also has to go through some hard times. What colors do you think would suit the sadness portrayed in this one? We would again use some light colors and mediums to fit
the mood, but there are other approaches to take as well! The gang is all united in this charming picture! We have the Lion, the Scarecrow, Dorothy and the Tin Man all posed together and drawn in the same style in this one. They all seem to be looking at something, and they are maybe beholding the kingdom of Oz for the first time! There are also
some fun details you could draw for the background. One idea would be to draw the famous yellow brick road behind them, but what else can you think if for a background? We can close off this collection of free Wizard of Oz coloring pages by coloring one more portrayal of the Tin Man. He’s looking very happy in this image, so maybe this is soon
after he achieves his goal of gaining a heart! We think it could be very thematic to incorporate a heart pattern for the background, and this would also be great for some bright colors. Wizard Of Oz Coloring Pages – Which will you choose? Hopefully you had a wonderful time taking this trip down the yellow brick road with this collection of free Wizard
of Oz coloring pages for kids! We tried to feature all of your favorite characters for you to have fun coloring throughout this collection. It will be great to see how you portray them! When you’re ready for more, we have more coloring page collections featuring more classic characters and other subjects on our website! We can’t wait to see you there
soon. We also hope you will share your favorite finished Wizard of Oz coloring pages on our Facebook and Pinterest pages for us to enjoy! This post may contain affiliate links.Preschoolers and kindergarteners will love these Wizard of Oz activities. Discover printables and hands-on fun for little ones! Lions and tigers and bears, oh my! One of my alltime favorite classics is The Wizard of Oz. Like many of you, I watched the old classic movie long before I ever picked up the book. Boy was I surprised at how different the two versions were! Wizard of Oz Activities Fun connections to make with the story: • Tornadoes: Discuss what a tornado is. Teach tornado safety. Make a tornado in a bottle (likned
below). • Family: Dorothy lives with her Aunt and Uncle on a farm. When she wakes up at the end of the movie, she’s surrounded by those who care about her. Does family have to be only those who live in our house? Does family have to be only those we’re genetically related to? • Character Traits: Throughout this story the characters show a wide
range of character traits. Dorothy is loving toward Toto, brave as she travels to Emerald City, caring toward her companions, and determined to go home. Variations of The Wizard of Oz Fill your book basket with a few different versions of The Wizard of Oz. Most of these books can be found at your local library or used bookstore. If you have a hard
time finding them, you can order them through my Amazon affiliate links by clicking the images below. The Wizard of Oz – Readers of all ages will follow the Yellow Brick Road on an unforgettable journey that takes them from Dorothy’s gray Kansas home into the blue Munchkin land; the sparkling bejeweled Emerald City; the dark, foreboding forest;
and the ruby-red throne room of Glinda the Good Witch. The Wizard of Oz – This classic Stepping Stone edition, brings the classic Wizard of Oz tale to first chapter book readers. Includes art from the original Wizard of Oz! What is the Story of the Wizard of Oz? – When L. Frank Baum wrote about the adventures of a young farm girl named Dorothy
and her pet dog in the magical Land of Oz in 1900, he wanted to create a beautiful story based on the America he knew and treasured. But he had no idea his book would become a bestseller and grow into the cultural phenomenon that it is today. Hands-On Wizard of Oz Activities After reading The Wizard of Oz with your little ones and completing
some of the activity pages, choose one or more of the Wizard of Oz activities below to bring the story to life. • Use red cupcake liners to make a field of poppies. • Make a tornado in a bottle. • Here’s a fun paper plate hot air balloon craft. • Use spaghetti to make a fun lion craft. • This paper plate scarecrow is perfect for little ones! • Recycle some
can to make your very own tin man. Wizard of Oz Snacks These snacks and treats are super fun and go perfectly with a Wizard of Oz theme. • Scarecrow cupcakes • Witch hat cookies • Easy rainbow snack mix Download Your Printables Inside this learning pack, you’ll find the following activities: • ABC order: Students will write the words from the
word bank in alphabetical order. • Handwriting practice: Preschoolers will practice writing the featured letters D, E, G, L, P, R, S, T, and W. • Shadow matching: Preschoolers will work on visual discrimination as they match each image to its shadow. • Describe the characters: Children will write descriptive words in the circles around each character.
• Writing pages – Lined pages are perfect for writing about different topics covered in the story. You’ll find writing pages for rainbows, Kansas, hot air balloons, scarecrows, and more. and more! This Wizard of Oz printable pack is only available to my readers. Click the button below, enter your information, and download your printables. Related Posts
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